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MTurkRGUI-package A graphical user interface (GUI) for the MTurkR package.

Description

This package provides a graphical user interface for the MTurkR package. The functionality was previously part of MTurkR, but has been factored out into a separate package to simplify development. Users should see the MTurkR documentation for
Author(s)

Thomas J. Leeper
Maintainer: Thomas J. Leeper <thosjleeper@gmail.com>

References

Amazon Mechanical Turk
Amazon Mechanical Turk API Documentation
MTurkR Wiki

---

wizard Interactive MTurkR Mode

Description

An interactive, menu-based wizard to perform MTurkR functions. Designed for beginners and those with aversion to the programming required elsewhere in the package.

Usage

```r
wizard(style = "tcltk", sandbox = getOption('MTurkR.sandbox'))
```

Arguments

- **style**
  - The default tcltk, opens a full-featured GUI for MTurkR. simple opens a simpler, text-based wizard (provided by wizard.simple) for performing some functions; simpleGUI opens the same simpler wizard, with graphical rather than text-based menus.

- **sandbox**
  - Optionally execute all requests in the MTurk sandbox rather than the live server. Default (in wizard) is FALSE; the default in wizard.simple is NULL (with the wizard prompting for a value on load).

Details

An interactive, menu-based wizard (with optionally graphical menus) to perform most MTurkR operations. It is intended as a way for MTurk (and MTurkR) beginners to quickly create and monitor HITs; approve and reject assignments; notify, bonus, and block/unblock workers; manage Qualifications; monitor MTurk statistics; and interact with the MTurk Requester User Interface (RUI). All functionality accepts basic inputs interactively and executes requests without programming individual commands.

Two particularly helpful features are worth highlighting. The wizard provides a point-and-click interface for approving and rejecting individual assignments, that interactively displays assignment content and executes approval/rejection decisions with ease. The wizard also provides analogous functionality for granting and rejecting qualification requests.

The wizard remains under active development and detailed documentation will hopefully be available under a subsequent release.
wizard

Value
   Currently returns nothing.

Author(s)
   Thomas J. Leeper

Examples
   ## not run:
   wizard()

   ## End(Not run)
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